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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the discourse component ofGALAXY , a multi-
domain, multimodal conversational system. In designing this mod-
ule, we are attempting to develop domain-independent mechanisms,
controlled via declarative tables, to promote convenient instanti-
ation of a discourse component for each new domain. Direct
anaphoric reference as well as elliptical reference are dealt with
appropriately. Users can also refer verbally to items selected via
mouse clicks. Cross domain references are particularly challeng-
ing, as is the ambiguity problem arising from different case roles
for different subdomains. Users often utter fragments, sometimes
in response to server-initiated dialogue exchanges, so an extensive
fragment interpretation mechanism is supported.

1. INTRODUCTION

GALAXY is a multi-domain, multi-user, multi-modal conversational
system that has been under development in the Spoken Language
Systems Group at MIT-LCS for the last three years [1]. GALAXY

focuses on information of interest to a traveller, including world
wide weather and air travel information, and tourist assistance for
the city of Boston. In addition to text and speech input,GALAXY

understands integrated speech and mouse-click references to items
in a list or on a map.

This paper mainly concernsGALAXY ’s discourse module. While
we have applied this module thus far only in the context of travel
related domains, we believe it is capable of supporting more generic
discourse solutions. The main role of the discourse module is to in-
terpret sentences in context. Users can refer back to previous infor-
mation either directly through anaphoric reference (e.g., “this one,”)
or indirectly by not repeating prior constraints that are implied.
Users may also utter queries that are unevaluable, due to missing
critical information. Part of the discourse module’s role is to iden-
tify such problems and initiate a subdialogue to fill in the missing
elements. Users often utter fragments, particularly in response to
such explicit requests for information, and these are usually inter-
preted by incorporating them into preceding queries. Finally, it is
the discourse module’s responsibility to determine the appropriate

1This research was supported by DARPA under contract N66001-94-C-
6040, monitored though Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance
Center.

domain server for the query.

GALAXY is implemented in a client-server framework, with the
client interfacing with the user and consulting several distinct
knowledge servers to answer a query. Generic inheritance mecha-
nisms are applied in the client’s multi-domain discourse component,
and servers can augment or supercede the discourse actions with ad-
ditional inheritance requirements that are dependent on more spe-
cific domain knowledge than is available to the client. In practice,
such augmentations are usually associated with situations where the
server has momentarily taken control of the dialogue. For example,
the AirTravel server might ask the user for a return date.

2. GENERAL ISSUES

In our prior experience with many components of our systems we
have come to appreciate the advantages of maintaining the specifi-
cations of properties particular to a domain or language in external
declarative tables. In designing the discourse component, we tried
to adhere to this same philosophy as much as was feasible. Ideally,
this would mean that an effective discourse mechanism could be put
in place for a new domain by simply filling out a table specifying
the new domain’s inheritance requirements.

A challenging problem that has emerged as a consequence of mul-
tiple domains is that some words/phrases are ambiguous as to do-
main, or even as to case role. The system supports the possibility
of underspecifying the case role and/or domain association, leaving
multiple options open for possible resolution at a later time. Such
ambiguity is resolved through conjunction with the domain speci-
fied by other constituents, either in the current frame or the history
record. The city of Boston is probably the best example of this prob-
lem. The CityGuide domain understandsTOWN to mean a delim-
itedgeographical areadefining spatial limits for a search, as in “the
bookstores in Boston.” The AirTravel domain, on the other hand,
understands the conceptCITY to be apoint location, as in “flights
from Denver to Boston.” A query such as “What about Boston?”
cannot be properly interpreted until context is considered. Other
cases include, for example, restaurants in Boston named “Hong
Kong” and “India,” which obviously have other interpretations as
well.



Figure 1: Block diagram ofGALAXY client control flow.

The server evaluates the semantic frame and returns a response
frame, which includes a response string and an optional list of items,
also represented in semantic frame format. Servers can optionally
return a discourse-update frame, which is incorporated into the dis-
course in the same way as a user query. The client sends the re-
sponse string to the synthesizer for spoken responses, updates the
display elements, and returns to the wait loop for further direction
from the user.

4. DISCOURSE ALGORITHM

The discourse component maintains a history table which contains
a record of prior reference objects that could be needed to fully in-
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Figure 2: Block diagram of flow control in discourse module.

terpret future queries. The entries are all represented in the form
of semantic frames, and are keyed on conceptual labels. In gen-
eral, only the most recent instance of a particular reference category
is kept. The system identifies the main topic of the new query as
the “focus,” which plays a critical role in history resolution. Other
categories include source, destination, date, the most recent lists
for particular semantic classes, objects of certain predicates such as
“in” and “about,” etc.

A three-level distinction (immediate, new, and old) is maintained for
the source, destination, and focus, and this information is utilized
during the decision process. “Immediate” includes clicked items as
well as NP’s culled from thecurrent semantic frame, that may be
needed for sentence-internal pronominal reference. “New” refers to
references first appearing in theprecedingquery. All other instances
are “old.”

Each new query is processed through a series of intermediate
steps to resolve different aspects of the discourse, such as explicit
anaphora and ellipsis. The temporal order of the procedures has
been determined empirically and is subject to change. The current
instantiation is presented in block diagram form in Figure 2. The
system first attempts to resolve direct pronominal reference, where
any clicked item takes precedence over all other sources if it passes
semantic restrictions. Verbal references to “then-th one” are treated
in the same way as clicked items. The history is then updated to in-
clude any potential referent in the current frame. For example, for
the sentence, “How do I get from LCS to the closest bank?”LCSis
entered into the immediate history, and is later used to resolve the
argument of “closest.”

After resolving explicit pronominal reference, the system then ap-
plies inheritance rules for any predicates that were mentioned in
prior queries and should carry forward. We determined through our
prior experience with the flight domain [4, 5] that a good strategy
for implementing predicate inheritance is to specify two tables, one
indicating which predicates should be inherited for each NP seman-



tic class, and the other specifying which predicates, if present in the
current frame, mask inheritance of particular other predicates. We
adopted this same strategy forGALAXY .

After dealing with explicit pronominal reference and implicit pred-
icate inheritance, the system then makes a branch point decision
based on whether or not the current query is a fragment. Fragments
require special treatment, as they are typically incorporated into the
preceding clause either by insertion or replacement. In our system
a fragment can only contain a topic or one or more predicates. To
interpret the fragment, the system must “find a home” for the frag-
ment’s topic or predicate(s), splicing it into the clause in history.

A fragment could also be a response to a specific question in a
server-initiated dialogue exchange. For such cases, the discourse ta-
ble contains a list of semantic categories that would be appropriate
responses for each such server-initiated exchange. If the fragment
matches the conditions, the discourse component bypasses inher-
itance, deferring to the server to deal with a subdialogue without
further complications.

Following fragment analysis, the final discourse step is to fill in any
obligatory case roles. For example, directions and flights require a
source and destination, “nearest” requires an argument for compar-
ison, and a “property” (such as phone number) requires a possessor
or “of” predicate. In the event that no suitable filler for the role
can be found, the entry in the history is marked as “missing,” and
an appropriate response string, such as “Where are you?” is gen-
erated. Since such an interchange is likely to provoke a fragment
response by the user, the fragment analyzer gives priority to filling
any missing slots.

Once the inheritance for the current frame is completed, the history
table is updated. This includes replacing the source and destina-
tion (or marking them as “old” if the utterance contains no source
or destination), and updating the focus and the slots for inherita-
ble predicates, such asin or date. Any topic whose semantic class
is specified in the history table as a potential coreference class is
also stored in the history keyed under its class. The entire frame is
entered into the history as the most recent clause, which would be
recalled for any subsequent fragment analysis. If the system dis-
played a list of items, the topic of the current clause is entered as
the frame associated with both the most recently displayed list and
the most recent listfor this particular semantic class. These two
entries are needed to resolve requests such as “Go back to the list,”
or “Show me the restaurants again,” respectively.

Figure 3 shows several examples of entries in the discourse control
file for GALAXY . We have adopted a standardized format for enter-
ing knowledge under a diverse set of headings, to facilitate develop-
ment of a new domain. The symbol “&” is a generic join that may
in practice mean “AND,” “OR,” or some other relationship, depend-
ing upon the table heading. The heading “TOPICDOMAINS” is
used to determine the appropriate domain server, and also to check
for consistency within a single utterance. The entry under “DO-
MAIN DEFAULTS” indicates, for example, that any references to
“weatherthere” should be interpreted as “weather in Boston,” in the
context of any CityGuide question. The first entry under “PREDI-

CATE INHERITANCE” states that any NP’s in the semantic classes
EVENT or WEATHER should inherit a prior date.

TOPIC DOMAINS
CityGuide&AirTravel&Weather: CITY& TOWN

AirTravel&Weather: CITY MONTH DATE

DOMAIN DEFAULTS
CityGuide: IN CITY Boston

SEMANTIC CLASS
LOCATION&AirTravel: CITY AIRPORT

EVENT: FLIGHT FARE

PROPERTY: PHONE HOURS MENU...
PREDICATEINHERITANCE

MONTH DATE: EVENT WEATHER

IN& STATE: CITY

PRONOUNREFERENCE
LOCATION: there to
FIRST PERSON: I me from here

Figure 3: Representative entries from the discourse table for
GALAXY

5. SERVER DISCOURSE ACTIVITIES

The server response can affect discourse context in a number of
ways. First, the server returns information at the user’s request,
and the user may refer to that information in later interactions. As
mentioned previously, the servers provide information in list form,
accessible by clicking or numerical reference. The server can also
ask the user for clarification, and the user is likely to respond with
fragments that the client may not be able to interpret on its own. The
server may also interpret parts of the user frame more fully, return-
ing a replacement for discourse update. This is especially crucial
for dates that are expressed relative to other dates, as in “three days
later.” If not replaced, the date would keep incrementing by three
with each subsequent AirTravel query! Finally, the server may take
initiative in helping the user toward a common goal.

The AirTravel server provides a good example of server discourse
activities, since it tends to take the initiative during flight reserva-
tions dialogues. For instance, it may ask questions not directly re-
lated to the user’s immediate request. A frequent server response
to a booking request, “Please book this flight,” is “Will this be one
way or round trip?” The referent in this case is not the flight (all
flights are one way!), but the entire itinerary.

The AirTravel server maintains a distinction between browsing
mode, when the user takes most of the initiative, and booking mode,
when the system takes some initiative. The discourse component
must keep track of both sides of the user-system dialogue. Dur-
ing booking mode, the server may display information that the user
did not specifically request, for instance by showing fares after both
legs of a round trip flight have been booked. When the system is
taking initiative, a semantic frame created by the server is incorpo-
rated directly into the history. The server may also set context for
non-speech interaction, allowing mouse clicks to be interpreted in a
domain-specific context, for example clicking to get more informa-
tion on a flight or to book a fare.



Utt1: WHAT IS THE FORECAST FOR DALLAS TOMORROW
Action1: <show forecast for Dallas tomorrow>
Utt2: HOW ABOUT BOSTON
Action2: <show forecast for Boston tomorrow>
Utt3: ARE THERE ANY FLIGHTS THERE FROM DALLAS
Action3: <show flights from Dallas to Boston on May 3rd>
Utt4: WHAT IS THE CLOSEST BANK TO HERE
Action4: <request missing source>
Utt5: AT MIT
Action5: <show the closest bank to MIT>
Utt6: HOW DO I GET THERE
Action6: <give directions from MIT to the closest bank to MIT>
Utt7: HOW FAR IS THE ROYAL EAST FROM THIS BANK
Action7: <give distance between the Royal East and the closest

bank to MIT>
Utt8: HOW ABOUT LAGROCERIA
Action8: <give distance between Lagroceria and the closest bank

to MIT>

Figure 4: An example dialogue between a user and ourGALAXY

system, illustrating domain switching.

Clause: [whatabout
Topic: [CITY& TOWN name:Boston]
Domain: AirTravel&Weather&CityGuide ]

Figure 5: The semantic frame for the fragment, “What about
Boston?”

6. AN EXAMPLE

Figure 4 gives an example dialogue, particularly exercising cross-
domain discourse reference. Utt1 is the context setting query for
Utt2, a straightforward “what about” question. Utt2 results in the
semantic frame shown in Figure 5. “Boston” is ambiguous as to
both category and domain, and these ambiguities are resolved based
on the fact that the previous query was a weather query. The sys-
tem substitutes “Boston” for “Dallas,” returning the reconstructed
history frame to the client.

The user switches domains in Utt3. Nonetheless, two items are in-
herited from the history, “Boston,” through direct anaphoric refer-
ence, and “tomorrow,” elliptically. The AirTravel server converts
“tomorrow” into the appropriate date and sends the reconstructed
date back to the client.

When the user abruptly switches to CityGuide in Utt4, the discourse
process tries to find a referent for “here,” but rejects the source
“Dallas” becauseCITY is not a point location in the CityGuide do-
main. The system responds appropriately with the query, “Where
are you?” Utt5 is then an example of a fragment in the context of a
missing element, so “MIT” is entered into the history as a source.

Utt6 has a pronominal reference “there” to tag the destination, along
with an elliptical source. The system knows that source and destina-
tion are obligatory predicates for “directions” clauses. It correctly
picks up “the closest bank to MIT” as the destination, by retrieving
it from the “focus” slot, and then finds “MIT” itself in the “source”
slot, introduced during Utt5. Utt7 has a reference to “this bank,”
which is easily resolved via an unambiguous match on semantic
class. Utt8 is analagous to Utt2 – both “Lagroceria” and the “Royal
East” are restaurants, so the system infers that the former should
substitute for the latter in the preceding clause.

No Parse Discourse Discourse Discourse
Used Correctly Used Incorrectly Not Used

142 (24%) 154 (26%) 33 (5%) 271 (45%)

Table 1: Breakdown of discourse performance on wizard-collected
data.

7. ASSESSMENT

We have been collecting data forGALAXY in a wizard mode over
the past several months. Subjects were informed that the system was
able to understand some utterances in context, and we were hoping
this would encourage them to use discourse capabilities. Table 1
summarizes the system’s performance on a designated training set.
We were encouraged to see how often the discourse module was
needed, although we clearly still have some problems that need to
be addressed.

As data were collected, we slowly augmented the system to acco-
modate newly identified discourse phenomena. We have observed
that subjects tend to try out discourse, and, if it works correctly, they
continue to make use of it. If they encounter a discourse problem,
they tend to revert to speaking fully specified utterances, for fear
that discourse will not work correctly. By dividing our wizard data
into an earlier half and a later half, we observed that there was a
50% increase in the use of discourse during the later time period.
We suspect this increased usage reflects the improved behavior of
the discourse model over time.

Discourse processing is particularly vulnerable to logical program-
ming defects, since errors can propagate across both utterances and
domains. Therefore, it is important to be able to confirm that the
system is still healthy after changes have been made. To this end,
we have established a procedure to evaluate the system on a series
of sentences specially designed to exercise most of the discourse
capabilities. For each sentence, the output of the current system is
compared to a verified reference. This has been extremely valuable
for detecting inadvertently introduced errors during active system
development.
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